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Abstract 
In this article we define paracompact and locally fine nearness frames and show that 
they form (cojreflective subcategories of the category of nearness frames. 
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0. Introduction 
The idea of endowing a frame with a uniform-type structure first appeared in 
Isbell [6]. Frith [5] studied several structured frames such as uniform frames and 
proximal frames. He is the one who also suggested that a study of nearness frames 
would be appropriate. The first definition of a nearness frame appears in Ba- 
naschewski and Pultr [l], and in [4] the author studied several properties of 
nearness frames. Colloquially, nearness frames are uniform frames without the star 
refinement property. 
1. Background 
A frame is a complete lattice L satisfying the distributive law 
aA VS= V{aAxlxES} 
for all a EL and S G L. Frame homomorphisms preserve top and bottom (denoted 
by 1 and 0 respectively), finite meets and arbitrary joins. For a, b EL, a is rather 
below b, written a 4 b, if a * V b = 1, where a * is the pseudocomplement of a 
defined by a * = V {x E L I x A a = 0). A frame L is regular if for each a E L, 
a=V{x~LIx~a);LiscompactifforanyEcL,1=VEimplies1=VFfor 
some finite F c E. 
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A cover of L is a subset C with V C = 1. For covers C and D we say that C 
refines D, written C Q D, if for each c E C there is d ED with c Q d; C AD 
denotesthecover{cr\dIc~C,dED};fora~L,Cu=V{c~CIcAu#O}.We 
denote by Cov(L) the collection of all covers of L. 
For general background of frames we refer to [7]. 
2. Nearness frames 
Let L be a frame and p be a nonempty collection of covers of L satisfying the 
following axioms: 
(1) AE~ and AGB*BE~, 
(~)A,BE~*AAL?E~.,~~~ 
(3)foreach MEL, a= V{xELlAx<a,forsome AEL}. 
The pair (L, p) is then called a nearness frame; the covers in p are called 
uniform covers; and p is said to be a nearness on L. We shall at times say L is a 
nearness frame if it is unnecessary to specify the nearness. If L and M are 
nearness frames, a frame homomorphism h : L + M is called uniform if h[ A] = 
{h(a) I a E A) is a uniform cover of M for each uniform cover A of L. 
It has been observed in [l] that: 
(a) a frame has a nearness iff it is regular (hence all frames considered here are 
regular), 
(b) for a regular frame L, any filter p c Cov(L) containing all finite covers is a 
nearness, hence Cov(L) is a nearness on L, and 
(c) a regular frame L is compact iff Cov(L) is the only nearness on L. 
One shows easily that if L is a nearness frame then for a, b EL, Au Q b for 
some uniform cover A iff (a *, b) is a uniform cover. We say p G Cov(L) is 
admissible if a = V {n E L I Ax Q a for some A E ~1 for each a E L. 
3. Paracompactness 
A subset A of a frame L is said to finitize B G L if each element of A meets 
only a finite number of elements of B. A subset of a nearness frame is said to be 
uniformly locally finite if there is a uniform cover that finitizes it. 
Definition 1. A nearness frame is puracompact if each uniform cover has a 
uniform refinement which is uniformly locally finite. In this case we also say the 
nearness is paracompact. 
Paracompact nearness spaces have been studied by Bentley 121. Recalling the 
definition of a paracompact frame (see [3]), one sees easily that a regular frame L 
is paracompact iff (L, Cov(L)) is paracompact. However, if M is a nonparacom- 
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pact regular frame and p is a nearness on M, then pL, = {A E Jo I A has a finite 
refinement in cl} is a paracompact nearness on M; so that M is a nonparacompact 
underlying frame of a paracompact nearness frame. 
For brevity we write A <r B to indicate that A refines and finitizes B. Note 
that if h is a uniform frame homomorphism and A <r B, then h[A] + h[B]. 
Lemma 2. Let (L, p) be a nearness frame and pLp = {A E P I there is a sequence 
(BJ in p with B, <A and B,+l .f < B,, for all n}. Then pP is a paracompact nearness 
on L. 
Proof. We show only admissibility as the other conditions are trivial. Let a E L and 
pick XEL such that Ax<a for some AEp. Then B={x*, a]Ep. But BG, B; 
so BEAM. As Bx<a, we have that a= V{wELlCw<a for some CELL). So 
pup is a nearness on L. To show that it is paracompact let A E pP and find a 
sequence (B,) in p with the required property. Now each B, is in pP since the 
sequence (Bn)~=k+l satisfies the required property. So B, is uniformly locally 
finite relative to pP and it refines A. Therefore (L, pP) is paracompact. q 
We note that if C <B <f A then C <r A; also if G finitizes K then G AK <r 
K. Thus if A is uniformly locally finite then for some uniform cover B we have 
that B Q~ A. So, if (L, II) is paracompact and A E p, there is a sequence (B,) in 
p such that 
--a <fB5<B4<fB3<Bz<fB,<A 
where the B with odd subscripts are uniformly locally finite. So we have the 
sequence 
**a <fB,<,B,<,B,,<A 
which shows that p = pLp. 
Lemma 3. For any uniform h : (M, v) + (L, p) withparacompact (M, v), h[ A] E pLp 
for each A E v. 
Proof. By paracompactness, v = vP; therefore in view of what we observed above, if 
A E v there is a sequence (A,) in v such that for each n, A,, 1 Q~ A, and 
A, Q A. Then h[A,+,l Q~ h[A,] for each n and h[A,] < h[A]; which proves the 
result since h is uniform. 0 
The foregoing lemmas make the following result apparent. 
Proposition 4. For any nearness frame (L, p), (L, pup) is the paracompact coreflec- 
tion of (L, ~1 with corejlection map (L, pLp) + (L, P) mapping L identically. 
We conclude this section with the following remarks. If we call a nearness frame 
precompact if each uniform cover has a finite uniform refinement, and countably 
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compact if each countable uniform cover has a finite uniform refinement, then one 
can show that in a countably compact nearness frame every uniformly locally finite 
subset is finite. Consequently (as in topological spaces) every paracompact count- 
ably compact nearness frame is precompact. 
We also have that a nearness frame is paracompact iff its completion (see [l]) is 
paracompact. A nearness frame is uniform if for each uniform cover A there is a 
uniform cover B such that the cover {Bx I x E B} refines A. It is fine if the 
nearness is all the covers. One checks easily that a nearness frame is uniform iff its 
completion is uniform. So, by Theorem 2.6 in Pultr and Ulehla [8], we can deduce 
that a nearness frame with a fine completion is uniform iff it is paracompact. In 
spaces one of course has that a concrete nearness space (these are the ones with 
topological - the spatial analogue of fineness - completions) is uniform iff it is 
paracompact. 
4. Local fineness 
Recall that if L is a frame and a EL, then the subset 1 a = (x I x G a} is a 
frame with A and V defined as in L. The top of 4 a is a and the bottom of 1 a is 
the bottom of L. 
Now let (L, p) be a nearness frame and a E L. For each A E p let 
uAA=(uAxlxEA) 
and 
uAp={~ECov(~u)~uA~~C for some AEp}. 
We then have 
Lemma 5. If (L, CL) is a nearness frame and a EL, then a A p is a nearness on 4 a. 
Proof. We show only admissibility. Let x E J a, S = (y E L I Cy Q x for some 
CEP] and T={wE ~uIDw<x for some DEu Ap}. Let zES; then z<x and 
so z E 1 x. Now choose C E p such that Cz QX. Then 




This shows that S c T and hence x = V S Q V T. q 
Given a nearness frame (L, p) and a EL, by “uniform covers of J u” we shall 
be referring to the covers in a A CL. We say a subset A of a nearness frame is 
uniformly locally uniform if there is a uniform cover B such that for each b E B, 
b AA is a uniform cover of 1 b. 
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Definition 6. A nearness frame is locally fine if whenever A is a uniform cover and 
{B, I a E A) is a family of uniform covers, then {a A b I a EA and b E B,} is a 
uniform cover. In this case we also say the nearness is locally fine. 
In order to show that locally fine nearness frames reflect in the category of 
nearness frames we shall first characterize them as precisely those in which 
uniformly locally uniform covers are uniform. 
Lemma 7. The following statements are equivalent for any nearness frame L. 
(1) L is locally fine. 
(2) Every uniformly locally uniform subset of L is a uniform cover. 
(3) Wheneuer B is a uniform couer of L and for each b E B, C, is a uniform cover 
of J b, then U {C, I b E B) is a uniform cover of L. 
Proof. (1) =j (2): Let A c L be uniformly locally uniform and pick a uniform cover 
G of L such that g AA is a uniform cover of 1 g for each g E G. For each g E G 
choose a uniform cover D, of L such that g A Dg < g A A. Now by local fineness 
U = {g A x I g E G, x E D,} is a uniform cover of L. If u E U is arbitrary, say 
u=gAx,withgEGandzcEDg,thenuEgADg~gAA.SothereexistsaEA 
such that u < g A a < a. Therefore U <A and hence A is a uniform cover of L. 
(2)*(3):Put D=U{C,Ib~B}andtakex~B.Foranyw~C,,w~~andso 
W=WAX. But C,cD; so WEXAD and hence C,&XAD. Thus XAD is a 
uniform cover of h x and therefore D is uniformly locally uniform. 
(3) * (1): Let A be a uniform cover of L and suppose that {B, I a E A) is a 
family of uniform covers of L. Then a A B, is a uniform cover of 4 a for each 
a EA. So by (3) we have that lJ{a A B, I a E A} is a uniform cover of L. But 
lJ{aAB,laEA)={aAblaEA and bEB,);so L islocallyfine. E! 
For any nearness p on a frame L, let b be the set of all covers of L which are 
uniformly locally uniform relative to p. Then clearly fi 2~; so ji is admissible. 
Trivially, if C E b and C Q D then also D E ii. Now if A, B E fi then there exist 
U, V E p such that for each u f U and each u E V, u A U and u A V are uniform 
covers of _1 u and J v respectively. Hence x A (A A B) is a uniform cover of J x 
for each x E U A V, and so A A B E ti. We therefore have 
Lemma 8. (L, 6) is a nearness frame. 
NOW let .,v be the set of all nearnesses on a frame L. Note that in view of 
Lemma 7, p E Y is locally fine iff p = 6. Also p c Y implies /_-i c c; and if {CL,) is 
a chain in J then U CL, E Jy quite easily. So the following result is apparent. 
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Lemma 9. Let (L, p> be a nearness frame and define, by transfinite induction, 
ELo=cL, EL,+1 =fi,, pUa = IJ (pala < p} for limit ordinal p. 
Let pF be the first CL, such that pLo = P,+~. Then pLF iv the smallest locally fine 
nearness on L with pF 2 p. 
Next, let h : (L, p) + 04, v) be a uniform frame homomorphism and take any 
A E 6. If B is a uniform cover of L such that b A A is a uniform cover of J b for 
each b E B, then h[ B] is a uniform cover of M with the property that x A h[ A] is 
a uniform cover of J x for each x E h[ B]. This shows that h[ Al E 5. Consequently, 
if v is locally fine, h takes pF into V, that is, determines a uniform frame 
homomorphism (L, pF) --) (M, Y). We have therefore proved 
Proposition 10. For any nearness frame (L, pL), CL, pF) is the locally fine reflfxt~n 
of (L, p) with reflection map (L, pL) + (L, Pi) mapping L identically. 
As before, a nearness frame is locally fine iff its completion is locally fine. In 
nearness spaces Bentley [2] has obtained several interesting results connecting 
local fineness, paracompactness and other properties. Most of his results (and their 
proofs, which in most cases do not use points) translate almost verbatim to 
nearness frames (see [4]). Call a nearness frame strong [l] if for each uniform cover 
C, the cover e = (x EL I Ax Q c for some c E C and A E p} is also uniform; and 
Lindeliif if each uniform cover has a countable uniform refinement. The following 
results, translated from [2], are proved in [4]: 
(1) A strong LindelGf locally fine nearness frame is paracompact. 
(2) A strong locally fine nearness frame is paracompact iff each uniform cover 
has a (not necessarily uniform) uniformly locally finite refinement. 
Since for any regular frame L, (L, Cov( L)) is strong and locally fine we deduce 
from (1) that every regular Lindelijf frame is paracompact. This result already 
appears in Sun [9] where it is proved by a completely different method. 
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